Touch and Feel

Choose the matching pictures and write the words in each circle.

sandpaper
boiling kettle
cotton balls
magnet
rock
pillow
silk scarf
bricks
mirror
bright light bulb
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Touch and Feel

Choose the matching pictures and write the words in each circle.

- glue
- cactus
- snowman
- hedgehog
- tape
- toad’s skin
- cucumber
- ice cream
- soap
- oil
- pricky
- bumpy
- slippery
- cold
- sticky
Answer Key

soft: cotton balls, pillow
hard: magnet, bricks
rough: rock, sandpaper
smooth: silk scarf, mirror
hot: boiling kettle, bright light bulb
sticky: tape, glue
cold: ice cream, snowman
prickly: cactus, hedgehog
bumpy: cucumber, toad's skin
slippery: soap, oil